2016

December 22
Studen Cultural Center, Belgrade
My Little Concert Anthology Part V

Program:
John Cage:
- Amores
- A Flower
- Nowth upon Nacht
- Credo in US

David Lang:
- Beach *
- Gravity*
- How to Pray *

* Serbian premiere

Nada Kolundzija, piano
Katarina Jovanovic, voice
Nemanja Stankovic, cello
Katarina Radovanovic Jeremic, piano, el. organ
Pavle Popov, el. gitar
Ansambl dRumble: Aleksandar Radulovic, percussion, Ivan Marjanovic, percussion
Marko Peric, percussion
DJ, Miroslav Misa Savic

December 13
Cultural Center, Pancevo
My Little Concert Anthology Part IV
Nada Kolundžija, piano. toy piano, music box

MILOS RAICKOVICH: Nadja's Kolo (In memoriam Nadja Tesic)
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE: Das Fragment an sich
TERRY RILEY: Simone's Lullaby from The Heaven Ladder Book 7
DAVID LANG: Wed & Cello from Memory pieces
IVANA STEFANOVIĆ: Dungeon
LOLA PERRIN: Piano Suite I - Early One Sunday Morning
LOUIS ANDRIESSEN: Deuxième chorale, for hand operated music box
TOBBY TWINING: Satie Blues for piano & toy piano

December 1
Art Center Guarnerius, Belgrade
My Little Concert Anthology Part IV
Nada Kolundzija, piano

Program:
FRIEDRICH NIETZSCHE: Das Fragment an sich
TERRY RILEY: Simone's Lullaby, from The Heaven Ladder Book 7
DAVID LANG: Wed & Cello from Memory pieces
IVANA STEFANOVIC: Dungeon & Esenin’s waltz
LOLA PERRIN: Piano Suite I - Early One Sunday Morning
NICO MUHLY: Drones & piano, Part I-V *

* Serbian premiere

October 7
Hall of the National Bank of Serbia, Belgrade
25. International Review of Composers

Ivan Elezovic – Suspension *
Nada Kolundzija, piano

* Serbian premiere

June 29
Concert Hall Square of Freedom, Minsk, Belarus

Miodrag Lazarov Pashu - Waltz
Nada Kolundzija, piano

May 14.
Old Vinegar House, Limassol, Cyprus
International Contemporary Music Festival
http://avaton.org/
“Kaleidoskop II/ Inside of the Music Box”
Program:
David Lang: Gravity for piano 4 hands
Katarina Miljković: For Connie Jane
Miroslav Savić: Verbatim
Conlon Nancarrow: Canons for Ursula A & C
Louis Andriessen: Deuxieme chorale

Nada Kolundžija, piano, music box
Guest: Anita Tosevic Stavrou, piano, music box

March 31
Student Cultural Center, Belgrade

Program:
Miroslav Savić: St. Lazarus & Son *
Katarina Radovanović Jeremić, klavir
Nada Kolundžija, toy piano

* Serbian premiere

May 6
Art center Guarnerius, Belgrade
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

April 28,
Hall of Cultural Center, Pirot
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

January 15
St Paul’s Actors Church, Covent Garden, London
The Opening Evening of the Serbian Month in Great Britain

Program:
DUŠAN BOGDANOVIĆ: A Little Prayer
LOLA PERRIN: Piano Suite I - Early One Sunday Morning
George Ivanovich Gurdjieff/Thomas de Hartman:
-Meditation
-Holy Affirming - Holy Denying - Holy Reconciling
-Prayer and Despair
PHILIP GLASS: Etudes No 1, 5 & 6
MILOŠ RAICKOVIĆ: Winter Waltz
ANTON BATAGOV: Waltz
WILLIAM DUCKWORTH: Tango Voices
SCOTT PENDER: TANGO: Ms. Jackson Dances for the People

Nada Kolundzija, piano

2015

December 26 & 25
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade
The New Year’s Philharmonic Circus

Sam Hyken - Concertino for Toy Piano *
*srpska premijera

Belgrade Philharmonic Orchestra
Conductor: David Levi
Nada Kolundžija, toy piano
December 19
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade
Program:
Jean-Marie Leclair: Sonata D-dur, Op. 9, No. 3
Ludwig van Beethoven: Sonata D-dur, Op. 12, No. 1
3 Tangos for piano:
- William Duckworth: Tango Voices
- Erik Satie: Le Tango Perpetual from "Sports et divertissements"
- Scott Pender: TANGO - Ms. Jackson Dances for the People
Camille Saint-Saëns: Havanaise
Fritz Kreisler: Tempo di Minuetto
Carlos Gardel: Tango from the movie "Scent of a Woman"

Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

November 20
The Church of the Holy Spirit, Kotor, Montenegro
Program:
Jean-Marie Leclair: Sonata D-dur, Op. 9, No. 3
Ludwig van Beethoven: Sonata D-dur, Op. 12, No. 1
3 Tangos for piano:
- William Duckworth: Tango Voices
- Erik Satie: Le Tango Perpetual from "Sports et divertissements"
- Scott Pender: TANGO - Ms. Jackson Dances for the People
Camille Saint-Saëns: Havanaise
Fritz Kreisler: Tempo di Minuetto
Carlos Gardel: Tango from the movie "Scent of a Woman"

Jovan Kolundžija, violina
Nada Kolundžija, piano

November 1
MIKSER HOUSE, Belgrade
40 Years With Black & White Keys, the opening of the BUNT Festival
Nada Kolundžija, piano

October 15
Sinagogue, Novi Sad, Serbia
"SELF PORTRAIT"
Program: PHILIPP GLASS: Etudes for piano 1-20

September 24.
National Theatre, Scene Rasa Plaovic, Belgrade
24th International Review of Composers
Multimedia project "CALEIDOSCOPE" For children and adults

Program:
JOHN CAGE, LOUIS ANDRIESSEN, MIROSLAV SAVIC, YANNIS KYRISKIDES, TOBY TWINING, IRENA POPOVIC, IVAN ELEZOVIC, BOJAN BARIC, KATARINA MILJKOVIĆ, RICHARD BARRETT, MILOS RAICKOVIC
Nada Kolundžija, project idea, piano, toy piano, music box
Ensemble "Manufacturing Industry of Musical Material"
Scott Fielding, director
Milan Rore Popovic, video
Bojan Baric, animated puppet, theremin
Miloš Milic, pantomime
Dragana Udovicic, camera

May 19
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade
International New Music Festival RING RING
"SELF PORTRAIT"
PHILIPPP GLASS
Etudes for piano 1-20

Nada Kolundžija, Branka Parlić and Nataša Penezić

January 24.
Sarajevo National Theatre, Bosnia and Herzegovina

Program:
W. A. Mozart: Sonata G-Dur KV 301
J. S. Bach: Sonata No. 1 g-moll
Anton Batagov: Waltz
Scott Pender: Tango: Ms. Jackson Dances for the People
Gurdjieff / De Hartmann: Meditation
C. Saint-Saens: Introduction et Rondo capriccioso
Pablo de Sarasate: Gypsy Melodies

Jovan Kolundžija, violina
Nada Kolundžija, klavir

2014

December 20.
Main hall of Cultural house Studentski Grad, New Belgrade
Contemporary Electronic And Art Music Festival LASCIAI VIBRARE
BREATHING IN BREATHING OUT

PROGRAM:
GURDJIEFF / DE HARTMANN: Meditation & Prayer and Despair
WILLIAM DUCKWORTH: Tango Voices ERIK SATIE
ERIK SATIE: Le Tango Perpetual from "Sports et divertissements"
SCOTT PENDER
TANGO: Ms. Jackson Dances for the People
ARVO PÄRT:
- Für Alinu
- Variations for the Healing of Arinushka
- Für Anna Maria
GALEN H. BROWN: God is a killer for piano and tape
ANTON BATAGOV: Waltz
TOBY TWINING: Satie Blues for piano and toy piano
JACOB TER VELDHUIS: Body of Your Dreams for piano & boombox (soundtracks)

NADA KOLUNDŽIJA
piano, toy piano

October 7
Belgrade City Hall, Belgrade
Charity concert for BELhospice

PROGRAM:
GURDJIEFF / DE HARTMANN: Meditation & Prayer and Despair
WILLIAM DUCKWORTH: Tango Voices ERIK SATIE
ERIK SATIE: Le Tango Perpetual from "Sports et divertissements"
SCOTT PENDER: TANGO: Ms. Jackson Dances for the People
ARVO PÄRT:
- Für Alina
- Für Anna Maria
GALEN H. BROWN: God is a killer for piano and tape
ANTON BATAGOV: e-moll & Waltz
TOBY TWINING: Satie Blues for piano and toy piano
JACOB TER VELDHUIS: Body of Your Dreams for piano & boombox (soundtracks)

NADA KOLUNDŽIJA
piano, toy piano

August 7
The Cultural Centre of Belgrade – The ARTGET Gallery, Belgrade
"My Little Concert Anthology of Piano Music" Part III
From mystic to multimedia compositions
http://www.kcb.org.rs/OProgramima/Muzi%C4%8Dkprogram/Muzickinajave/tabid/1089/AnnID/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XfUqegu7ltk

PROGRAM:
PHILIP GLASS: Etudes No 1, 5 & 6
LEON MIODRAG LAZAROV PASHU: Waltz *
GALEN H. BROWN: God Is A Killer for Piano and Tape **
MIROSLAV MISA SAVIC: For Nada **
WILLIAM DUCKWORTH: Tango Voices *
SCOTT PENDER: Ms. Jackson Dances for the People *
July 7
The Cultural Centre of Belgrade – The ARTGET Gallery, Belgrade
"My Little Concert Anthology of Piano Music" Part II

PROGRAM:
JOHN CAGE: In a Landscape
ANTON BATAGOV: Waltz *
KATARINA MILJKOVIĆ: Forest Four *
MEREDITH MONK: Railroad (Travel Song) * & Paris *
MILOŠ RAIČKOVIĆ: Nadja's Kolo (In memoriam Nadja Tesic) **
TOBBY TWINING: Nightmare Rag for piano and toy piano *
JACOB TER VELDHUIS: Body of your Dreams for piano and boombox
ANTON BATAGOV: e-mol *

* serbian premiere
** world premiere

NADA KOLUNDŽIJA, klavir

May 27
The Cultural Centre of Belgrade – The ARTGET Gallery, Belgrade
"My Little Concert Anthology of Piano Music" Part I

PROGRAM:
Dušan Bogdanović: Little Prayer
Georges I. Gurdjieff / Thomas de Hartmann:
  -Meditation
  -Holy Affirming - Holy Denying - Holy Reconciling
  -Prayer and Despair
  -Religious Ceremony
Cornelius Cardew:
  -The Croppy Boy*
  -Father Murphy*
  -Sailing the Seas Depends On the Helmsman*
Conlon Nancarrow: Three Canons For Ursula A,B i C *
Arvo Part:
  -Für Alina
  -Variationen zur Gesundung von Arinuschka
  -Für Anna Maria*
Toby Twining: Satie Blues for piano and toy piano *

* Serbian premiere

2013

December 14
The Cultural Centre of Belgrade – The ARTGET Gallery, Belgrade
SATIE'S FAIRYTALE (with Gurdjieff in it!)
PROGRAM:

ERIK SATI:
Gymnopédie No.1
Je te veux, Valse
Gnossiennes No1, 4 i 3
Trois Morceaux en Forme de Poire, piano four hands
GURDJIEFF / DE HARTMAN: *
- Meditation *
- Holy Affirming - Holy Denying - Holy Reconciling *
- Prayer and Despair *
- Religious Ceremony *
- Reading of Sacred Books *

* Serbian premiere

Nada Kolundžija, piano Guest: Katarina Radovanović-Jeremić, piano

CONCERT TOUR
JOVAN KOLUNDŽIJA, violin
NADA KOLUNDŽIJA, piano
December 29, 2013. at 7 pm
KOVAČICA, House of culture

December 21, 2013. at 8 pm
KNJAŽEVAC – Big Hall of House of culture

December 5, 2013. at 8 pm
NIŠ – Symphony Orchestra Hall

November 9, at 12 am
OBRENOVAC - Sports and Cultural Center

November 6, at 8 pm
SMEDEREVO - Cultural Center

November 4, at 7:30 pm
VALJEVO - School of Music "Zivorad Grbic"

October 18, at 8 pm
ZAJEČAR - School of Music "Stevan Mokranjac"

October 16, at 7 pm
BEOCIN - Cultural Center

October 14 at 8 pm
ZRENJANIN - City Hall

June 25, 2013, at 8 pm
KRAGUJEVAC, The First Gymnasium Hall

June 17, at 8 pm
UŽICE, City House Hall
June 12. at 8 pm
LAZAREVAC, Cultural Center

May 16. at 8 pm
CUPRIJA, Hall of the Music talents school

May 14. at 8 pm
JAGODINA, Cultural Center

May 9. at 9 pm
KRALJEVO, Theatre Hall

April 26. at 7 pm
ARANDJELOVAC, Youth Center

April 19. at 8 pm
NOVI SAD, City House Hall

April 10. at 8 pm
RUMA, Great hall of the Cultural Center

April 7. at 7 pm
PANCEVO, Cultural Center

April 2. at 8 pm
CACAK,

February 28. at 2 pm
SOPOT, Cultural Center

2012

November 7
Brown Hall, Boston (USA)
Multimedia project “John Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes"
Brown Hall, Boston (SAD)
Multimedia project “John Cage’s Imaginary Landscapes”
Performers:
Katarina Miljkovic,
Nada Kolundzija
Students of New England Conservatory
Video, Milan Rore Popovic

November 2
Museo Regionale di Scienze Naturali Torino, Italy
PIEMONTE SHARE FESTIVAL 2012
Multimedia project “John Cage’s Musicircus " video presentation
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zYnrlbFVswE

Scott Fielding, director, scenography
Nada Kolundzija, project idea
Milan Popovic, video

October 30
GALLERY 345, Toronto, Canada

JOHN CAGE and CONLON NANCARROW
Program:

JOHN CAGE
Sonatas and Interudes for prepared piano

CONLON NANCARROW
Three 2-part studies: Presto, Andantino and Allegro
Blues (Slow Blues Tempo)
Three Canons For Ursula: Canon A (5/7), Canon B (6/9/10/15) and
Canon C (2/3)
Milos Raickovich
Waiting for C-A-G-E

Nada Kolundzija, piano
Video, Milan Rore Popovic

http://www.lesamisconcerts.org/

October 28
La Chapelle historique du Bon-Pasteur, Montreal, Canada

Program:

CONLON NANCARROW
Three 2-part studies: Presto, Andantino and Allegro
Blues (Slow Blues Tempo)
Three Canons For Ursula: Canon A (5/7), Canon B (6/9/10/15) and
Canon C (2/3)
Milos Raickovich
Waiting for C-A-G-E

Nada Kolundzija, piano
Video, Milan Rore Popovic

October 7, 2012 at 7:30 pm - Ljubljana (Slovenia)
Kosovel Hall
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

September 14
Hrišćanska adventistička crkva Podgorica (Montenegro)

Program:
Jean-Marie Leclair, Johann Sebastian Bach, Fritz Kreisler, Camille Saint-Saens

Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

June 23
Dom omladine, Belgrade
Reading Cage "Lectures of Nothing"

Nada Kolundžija

June 21, 7.30 p.m. – 12 p.m.
Belgrade Cultural Center, Belgrade

JOHN CAGE’S IMAGINARY LANDSCAPES
Multimedia event on the occasion of the centenary of the composer’s birth
Musicircus / concerts / exhibition / films / video works / readings / web conference

Project authors:
NADA KOLUNDZIJA and IVANA MILADINOVIC PRICA
2011

December 29.
Jazz Club Cekaonica, Belgrade
"NADO, NADAM TI SE...."
Compositions by Irena Popović
December 22
Kikinda, Serbia
Program: Leclair, Bach, Kreisler
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

December 12
Kalarac Hall, Belgrade
Program: Leclair, Bach, Kreisler
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

November 11
Svečana sala Prve kragujevačke gimnazije, Kragujevac
Program: Leclair, Bach, Kreisler
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

October 19
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade
Program
Philip Glass: Tirol Concerto for piano and string orchestra

Serbian premiere

Nada Kolundzija, piano
Mladen Tarbuk, conductor
Festival Orchestra

JUGOKONCERT

July 26,
Tivat, Montenegro
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

July 24
King Nikola`s Residence, Bar, Montenegro
XXIII International Festival of Music and Theater
The Chronicle of Bar
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

June 21
Cultural Center Studentski grad, Belgrade
WORLD DAY OF MUSIC
Program:
Karen Tanaka, Irena Popović, Katarina Miljković, Arvo Pärt, Erik Satie,
Vuk Kulenović, John Cage, Tatjana Milošević
Nada Kolundžija, piano

Organization: Cultural Center Studentski grad

May, 18
Guarnerius, Belgrade
"LACE IN SHAPE AND SOUND:
CONCERT & EXHIBITION
Nada Kolundzija, piano
Exhibition THE DRESSES
- sculptures authored by Marijana Gvozdenovic -

Program:

Jasna Veličković: Good Bach for piano and tape
Ivana Stefanović: Left hend only, Jesenjin`s Walrz, Dance
Tatjana Milošević: Buzzle
Katarina Miljković: nkScape, Valcer za Nadu
Irena Popović: 3 Pieces fro the cycle NADO, nadam ti se *
* svetska premijera

May 17.
Kolarac Concert Hall, Belgrade
BENEFIT CONCERT FOR THE PEOPLE OF JAPAN
March 22, GUARNERIUS HALL - BELGRADE
Murch 28. CITY HOUSE - SUBOTICA
March 30. SINAGOGUE - NOVI SAD

"Music gift to the Days of Francophonie"
Program:
Debussy, Faure, Rigacci, Roussel, Berlioz, Bizet and traditional songs from Quebec

Katarzina Kasia Sadej, mezzo-soprano (Canada)
Nada Kolundžija, piano

2010

November 19, 2010, at 8 pm
Belgrade (Serbia), Bitef Theater

Opening of 19th International Review of Composers
Multimedia project; JOHN CAGE Music Circus - A House Full Of Music
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYnlrbFVswe
Nada Kolundžija, project idea
Scott Fielding, director, scenography

PROGRAM:
John Cage
Katarina Miljković - Nothing, you say... *, Gliding *
Miroslav Miša Savića - EuroCage*

SVETOZAR CVETKOVIC, actor
NADA KOLUNDZIJA, piano, prepared piano, toy piano
KATARINA JOVANOVIC, soprano
ALEKSANDAR BENCIC, trombone
Percussionist: Lazar Colovic, Miona Backovic, Branislava Savic, Stefan Lubarda
Ensemble "Manufacturing Industry of Musical Material" : Jovana Đorđević, Darja Damjanović, Nevena Jankov, Milan Ninković, Ana Kovačević
Milorad Rore Popović - video, film, slides, graphics

* world premiere

September 30
Kyiv National Music Academy, Small Hall, Kiev ((Ukraine)
International Contemporary Music Festival “Kyiv Music Fest”
music by Canadian, Ukrainian, Serbian, Polish and Finnish composers

Katarzyna Sadej, mezzo-soprano
Lynn Kuo, violin
Marianna Humetska, piano
Nada Kolundzija, piano,

September 29
LVIV PHILHARMONIC SOCIETY. Philharmonic Hall ,Lviv ((Ukraine)
XVI International Contemporary Music Festival “CONTRASTS”
Program: Katarina Miljkovic, Milos Raickovich, Vuk Kulenovic, Jasna Velickovic, Michael Pepa, Bohdana Frolyak, Dusan Bogdanovic

September 8.
Canadian Embassy Residence, Belgrade (Serbia)
Program: Italian Songs, Arie Antiche
A.Parisotti, M.A. Cesti, G.Caccini, A.Scarlatti,
G.F.Handel, A.Vivaldi, B.Marcello
Henriette Schenk, sprano (Holland)
Nada Kolundzija, piano
August 14.
King Nikola’s Residence - Bar, (Montenegro)
XXIII International Festival of Music and Theater “The Chronicle of Bar”

Jovan Kolundžija, violina
Nada Kolundžija, klavir
Program: Brahms, Leclair, Bach, Kreisler

Saturday 22.
Guarnerius Art Center, Belgrade
"Silence and Nothing"

Students of Faculty of Music, Belgrade, class of Nada Kolundžija
Program:
Compositions (maybe unusual!) from the later musical history
György Ligeti, Marijan Mozetic, John Cage, Steve Reich, MilosRaičković, Philip Glass, Henry Cowell, Dusan Bogdanovic, Michael Nyman, Arvo Pärt, Michael Nyman, Kyle Gann *
* world premiere

May 17
GUARNERIUS ART CENTER, Belgrade (Serbia)
Concert "The Pear - Shape"

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SATIE!
Students of Faculty of Music, Belgrade
With guests: actors, dancers, singers
Program: Satie, Satie & Satie
Ticket: - Pear or Williams (pear) brandy

February 20
Municipal Conservatory, Alexandroupolis (Greece)
Program: J.S.Bach, W.A.Mozart, C.Saint-Saëns, P.Sarasate
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

February 19
Municipal Conservatory Kavala (Greece)
Program: J.S.Bach, W.A.Mozart, C.Saint-Saëns, P.Sarasate
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

February 18
Municipal Conservatory, Thermi - Thessaloniki (Greece)
Program: J.S. Bach, W.A. Mozart, C. Saint-Saëns, P. Sarasate
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

2009

December 29,
Centre of Culture, Knjazevac (Serbia)
Program:
W.A. Mozart, C. Saint-Saëns, J.S. Bach, J.M. Leclair
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

December 25
Dom omladine, Belgrade (Serbia)

Philip Glass - Les Enfants Terribles, dance opera

Pianists: Nada Kolundžija, Sonja Loncar, Andrija Pavlovic
Singers: Branislava Podrumac, Ana Radovanovic, Ljubomir Popovic, Marko Kalajanovic
Dancers
Director: Bojan Djordjev

23. decembar
Kikinda (Serbia)
Jovan Kolundžija, violina
Nada Kolundžija, klavir
December 11
Dom omladine, Belgrade (Serbia)
Philip Glass - Les Enfants Terribles, dance opera

Recorded for Radio Belgrade

December 10
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)
Program: W.A. Mozart
Sonatas K.V. 301, 302, 304, 547
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

December 8
Center of the Culture, Mladenovac (Serbia)
Program: Sonatas K.V. 547, 301, 304, 547
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

December 7
Dom omladine Belgrade (Serbia)
Philip Glass - Les Enfants Terribles, dance opera *
* Serbian-premiere

December 6
Dom omladine, Belgrade (Serbia)
Philip Glass - Les Enfants Terribles, dance opera
Pre-premiere

October 8
Centre of Culture Indjija (Serbia)
Program:
W. A. Mozart Sonata KV 301
J.S.Bach: Fugue from Sonate No 1
C. Saint-Saëns: Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso
Pablo de Sarasate: Gipsy Airs
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano
September 10  
Franciscan Cloister, Hvar (Croatia)  
Program:  
W.A. Mozart: Sonatas K.V. 304, 301, 302  
C. Saint-Saëns: Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso  
P. Sarasate: Gipsy Air  
J.S. Bach: Fugue from Sonate No 1  
Jovan Kolundzija, violin  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  

May 12  
Gymnasium Hall, Kragujevac (Serbia)  
Program:  
J.S. Bach: Fugue from Sonate No 1  
W.A. Mozart: Sonate K.V. 304  
W.A. Mozart: Sonate K.V. 302  
F. Kreisler: Recitativo and Scherzo Capriccioso  
C. Saint-Saëns: Introduction et Rondo Capriccioso  
Sarasate: Gipsy Airs  
Jovan Kolundzija, violin  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  

April 14  
Artget Gallery, Belgrade (Serbia)  
International meeting of pianist  
Master class: Nada Kolundzija  

April 14  
4th International Conference on Canadian Studies. Belgrade (Serbia)  
Canadian Embassy Residence  
Program:  
Michael Pepa, Marjan Mozetic *, Alex Pauk, Vuk Kulenovic  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  
Katarina Radovanovic, piano  
* Serbian premiere  

April 7  
Art Centre Guarnerius. Belgrade (Serbia)  
Opening of the cycle of humanitarian concerts in order to help  
institution for abandoned children  
Program: Saint-Saens, Sarasate, Bach, Kreisler  
Jovan Kolundzija, violin  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  
Under patronage of: MUNICIPALITY OF STARI GRAD  
and Art Centre GUARNERIUS  

February 11,  
Kolarac Hall Belgrade (Serbia)  
GUITAR ART FESTIVAL  
Dušan Bogdanović with guests  
Over the Face of the Water *, for piano - four hands
Nada Kolundžija
Katarina Radovanović
* World premiere

2008

December 27
Belgrade Philharmonic Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)
Gala Concert “Tadashi Nagai and Friends”

December 24 - 28,
Art Centre Guarnerius Belgrade (Serbia)
AOS - Art of Sounds
International Festival of Electroacoustic and Polymedia Art and Radiophonic Music
Artistic Director: Nada Kolundžija

December 23
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)
Program:
L.van Beethoven - Violin Sonaten
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

December 22, 2008 at 8 pm - Belgrade (Serbia)
Kolarac Hall
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

December 18
House of Culture, Valjevo (Serbia)
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

November 24
Hall of the National Bank of Serbia, Belgrade (Serbia)
17. International Review of Composers
Quartet-tone music for two pianos
Program:
Vuk Kulenović - 1/4 of De Profundis and Fugue *
Hans W. Koch - strichzeichnung *
Charles Ives - Three quartet-tone pieces **
Jasna Veličković - Sputnik *
Mildred Couper - Dirge **
Clarence Barlow - Otodeblu (1990) *
* World premiere
** Serbian premiere

Deborah Richards, piano (USA)
Nada Kolundžija, piano

Organization: **Jugokoncert**

Novembar 22 Beograd
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade
17. Međunarodna tribina kompozitora
Katarina Miljković (SAD/Srbija) - Awakening, za violončelo i klavir
Aleksandar Latković, violončelo
Nada Kolundžija, klavir

October 14
City Theater, Bečej (Serbia)
Program:
J.M. Leclair, L.van Beethoven
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

October 9
Big City Hall, Užice (Serbia)
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano
Program:
J.M. Leclair, L.van Beethoven

October 4
Theater Vranje (Serbia)
Program:
J.M. Leclair, L.van Beethoven
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

June 19
City Hall, Belgrade, (Serbia)
Music by **Katarina Miljković**
Program:
Threads for piano, nkScape, Awakening, for violincello and piano, Waltz for Nada
Nada Kolundžija, piano, Aleksandar Latković, violincello
* Recorded for Radio Belgrade
May 8  
City Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)  
Program:  
Vuk Kulenović - Virginal for piano  
Isidora Žebeljan - Il Circo for piano  
Isidora Žebeljan - Sarabanda for Violin, English horn and Piano  
Ljubica Marić - Torzo, for Piano Trio  
Arvo Pärt - Variationen zer Gesundung von Arinuschka, for piano  
Für Alina, for piano  
Nada Kolundžija, piano  
Borislav Ėičovački, english horn  
Miloš Petrović, violin  
Aleksandar Latkovic, violoncello

March 19  
City Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)  
Serbian music within global musical tendencies - Avantgarde of the 1960s  
Nada Kolundžija, piano  
Veljko Klenkovski, clarinet  
Borislav Ėičovački, oboe  
Miloš Petrović, violin  
Boris Brezovac, viola  
Aleksandar Latkovic, violoncello  
Program:  
Witold Lutoslawski - Epitaph for oboe and piano
Tristan Keuris - Music for violin, clarinet and piano
Rajko Maksimović - Trialogue for clarinet, string trio and piano

March 9
Colarac Hall Belgrade (Serbia)
Program:
Margaret Fairlie Kennedy - Undertow
John Adams - Road Movies
Astor Piazzola - Le Grand Tango
William Bolcom - Graceful Ghost Rag
Ana Milosavljević, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

*Concert recorded for the Radio Belgrade

March 6
Cinema Hall, Mladenovac (Serbia)
Program:
Margaret Fairlie Kennedy - Undertow
John Adams - Road Movies
Astor Piazzola - Le Grand Tango
William Bolcom - Graceful Ghost Rag
Ana Milosavljević, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

March 5
Gymnasium Hall, Kragujevac (Serbia)
Program:
Margaret Fairlie Kennedy – Undertow
John Adams - Road Movies
Astor Piazzola - Le Grand Tango *
William Bolcom - Graceful Ghost Rag
Ana Milosavljević, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano
* Serbian premiere

March 4
City Hall, Novi Sad (Serbia)
Program:
Margaret Fairlie Kennedy – Undertow *
John Adams - Road Movies *
Ana Milosavljević, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

March 3
Centre of Culture, Pančevo (Serbia)
Program:
Margaret Fairlie Kennedy – Undertow *
John Adams - Road Movies *
Ana Milosavljević, violin (USA)
Nada Kolundžija, piano

* Serbian premiere

2007

December 28
Art Center, Guarnerius, Belgrade (Serbia)
* Music by Dusan Bogdanovic
Little Prayer I and * Little Prayer II (2005)

* world premiere

December 23
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)
Program:
Bach, Leclair, Kreisler, Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

* Concert recorded for the TV Belgrade

December 4
Military Hall, Sarajevo (BH)
Program:
Bach, Leclair, Kreisler, Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

November 30
St. Peter Church, Belgrade (Serbia)
Program:
Morton Feldman - Triadic Memories*
Nada Kolundžija, piano

* Serbian premiere

November 13,
Prokuplje (Serbia)
Program: Bach, Leclair, Kreisler, Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

October 29-
Centre of Culture, Priboj (Serbia)
Program: Bach, Leclair, Kreisler, Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

October 16
Yugoslav Drama Theatre Belgrade (Serbia)
39th Belgrade Music Festival, BEMUS
"Emigre’s Waltz”
Music of Milica Paranosic, Ana Mihajlovic, Natasha Bogojevic,
Katarina Miljkovic & Dijana Boskovic
Visionintoart Collective, Versus Vox, Demitrius Spaneas, saxophone, flute, clarinet, Kent
O’Doherty, saxophone, Nada Kolundzija, piano, Ana Mihajlovic Ensemble & Cloud Society

* Concert recorded for the TV Belgrade

September 8
Trebinje (Bosia & Herzegovina)
Ducic’s Days of Poetry
Program:
F.Kreisler, C. Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

September 7
Trebinje (Bosia & Herzegovina)
Opening of Ducic’s Days of Poetry
Program:
F.Kreisler, C. Saint-Saëns
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

September 6,
Big Cuty Hall, Subotica (Serbia)
Program:
F.Kreisler, C. Saint-Saëns, Laclair
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

July 9
City Hall, Belgrade (Serbia)
Music by Milos Raïckovich
Nada Kolundzija, piano, toy piano
Winter Waltz * (2005)
* Serbian premiere

June 15
Gallery Artget - Cultural Center of Belgrade Belgrade (Serbia)
Festival of One Writer - Stanislav Vinaver
Program:
John Cage: Root of an Unfocus (1944) za preparirani klavir
Arnold Schoenberg: 6 malih klavirskih komada Op 19 (1911)
John Cage: Svita za klavir igračku (1948)
Katarina Miljković: Niti (2005)
Claude Debussy
Nada Kolundžija: piano, toy piano
Guests: Piano duo Milica Ilic i Milivoje Veljic

June 12
Telenor, Conference EXPAND, Belgrade (Serbia)
Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano
Program:
Jean-Marie Leclair, Fritz Kreisler, C. Saint-Saëns

May 22
Philharmonic Banatul Hall, Temisoara (Romania)
International Music Festival
Woman composers
Program:
Beverly Pinski Grigsby: Five Studies for Two Untransposed Hexachords (1971)
Katarina Miljkovic: Threads (2005)
Tatjana Milosevic: Buzzle (2000)
Ivana Stefanovic: Esenin`s waltz (1990)
Violeta Dinescu: Torre di Si (1994)
Tatjana Milosevic: Buzzle (2000)
Nada Kolundžija, piano

April 28
Museum Muzej Mimara, Zagreb (Croatia)
24th Music Biennale Zagreb
Program:
Beverly Pinski Grigsby: Five Studies for Two Untransposed Hexachords (1971)
Katarina Miljkovic: Threads (2005)
Tatjana Miloševic: Buzzle (2000)
Ivana Stefanovic: Esenin`s waltz
April 28
Museum Mimara, Zagreb (Croatia)
24th Music Biennale Zagreb
Lynn Kuo, violin
Rachel Mercer, cello
Marianna Humetska, piano
Lori Freedman, clarinet
Wallace Halladay, saxophone
Joseph Macerollo, accordion
Guest Artist, Nada Kolundzija, piano
Program:
Erik Ross, Lori Freedman, Barbara Pentland, Alex Pauk,*
Dennis Patrick, Alexina Louie, Michael Pepa

*Serbian premiere

April 26, 2007 at 8 pm, Belgrade (Serbia)
Guarnerius, Art Centre of Jovan Kolundzija
Lynn Kuo, Violin
Rachel Mercer, Cello
Marianna Humetska, Piano
Lori Freedman, Clarinet
Wallace Halladay, Saxophone
Joseph Macerollo, Accordion
Guest Artist, Nada Kolundzija, Piano
Program:
Erik Ross, Lori Freedman, Barbara Pentland, Alex Pauk,
Dennis Patrick, Alexina Louie, Michael Pepa

* Concert recorded for the Radio Zagreb

2006

December 23
Art Centre Guarnerius, Belgrade (Serbia)
Woman composers
Program:
Beverly Pinski Grigsby: Five Studies for Two Untransposed Hexachords (1971)
Katarina Miljkovic: Threads (2005)
Nada Kolundzija, piano

* Serbian premiere
October 4  
Centre of Culture, Pirot (Serbia)  
Program:  
Vuk Kulenovic, Irena Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Louis Andriessen, Erik Satie, Dusan Bogdanovic, Milos Raickovich, György Ligeti  
Nada Kolundzija, piano

August 15  
Arandjelovac (Serbia)  
Jovan Kolundzija, violin  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler

July 1  
Rutman's Violin Shop, Boston (USA)  
*New Waltzes for Piano and Toy Pianos*  
Program:  
Beverly Grigsby, Michael Pepa, Vuk Kulenovic, Arnold Schoenberg, Miroslav Misa Savic, Irena Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Louis Andriessen, Ivana Stefanovic, Erik Satie, Dusan Bogdanovic, Milos Raickovich, György Ligeti, Philip Glass  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  
With participation of composers:  
Katarina Miljkovic and Milos Raickovich

June 22  
Steinway Hall New York (USA)  
*New Waltzes for Piano and Toy Pianos*  
Program:  
Beverly Grigsby, Michael Pepa, Vuk Kulenovic, Arnold Schoenberg, Miroslav Misa Savic, Irena Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Louis Andriessen, Ivana Stefanovic, Erik Satie, Dusan Bogdanovic, Milos Raickovich, György Ligeti, Philip Glass  
Nada Kolundzija, piano  
With participation of composers:  
Katarina Miljkovic and Milos Raickovich

June 19  
Kennedy Center, Millennium Stage. Washington D.C. (USA)  
*New Waltzes for Piano and Toy Pianos*  
Program:  
Beverly Grigsby, Michael Pepa, Vuk Kulenovic, Arnold Schoenberg, Miroslav Misa Savic, Irena Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Louis Andriessen, Ivana Stefanovic,
Dusan Bogdanovic, Milos Raickovich, György Ligeti, Philip Glass
Nada Kolundzija, piano
With participation of composers:
Katarina Miljkovic and Milos Raickovich

June 12
Berklee College of Music, Boston (USA)
Composition Department Faculty Concert
Directed by Gregory Fritze
Nada Kolundzija, piano
Program:
Vuk Kulenovich - Willow Waltz

June 7
Lesendro, Toronto (Canada)
New Waltzes for Piano and Toy Pianos
Program:
Beverly Grigsby, Michael Pepa, Vuk Kulenovic, Miroslav Misa Savic, Irena Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Ivana Stefanovic, Erik Satie, Dusan Bogdanovic, György Ligeti, Philip Glass, Arnold Schoenberg, Louis Andriessen
Milos Raickovich

June 6
Music Gallery, St. George Martyr Church, Toronto (Canada)
Les AMIS at Music Gallery
soundaXis Festival - Xenakis and his Contemporaries
Program: Iannis Xenakis, Morton Feldman, Mauricio Kagel
Nada Kolundzija, piano (Serbia and Montenegro)
Lynn Kuo, violin (Canada)
Rachel Mercer, cello (Canada)

June 4
7 Hart House Circle, Great Hall, University of Toronto (Canada)
soundaXis concert - New Music Project
Hart House and Les AMIS Concerts present
Les AMIS de Xenakis
Program:
Iannis Xenakis, Katarina Miljkovic, Michael Pepa / Dennis Patrick, Daniel Foley, Irena Popovic, Berislav Sipus
Nada Kolundzija, piano (Serbia and Montenegro)
Lynn Kuo, violin (Canada)
Marianna Humetska, piano (Canada)

Ms. Kolundzija's concert tour (Canada and USA) is sponsored by:
Ministry of Diaspora of the Republic of Serbia
Ministry of Culture Republic of Serbia
Les AMIS Concerts
Art Centre Guarnerius
May 17
Hall of Faculty of Technical Sciences Novi Sad (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler Jovan Kolundžija, violin
Nada Kolundžija, piano

May 12
National Museum Hall, Kikinda (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

May 11
The Residence of H. E. Ambassador of Japan Mr Tadashi Nagai, Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler

May 4
Centre of Culture, Cacak (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

April 10
Centre of Culture, Valjevo (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

April 6
City Hall, Subotica (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program: W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

March 16
City Hall,
Novi Sad (Serbia and Montenegro)
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano
Program:
W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler

March 2
Music School "Stevan Mokranjac", Pozarevac (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program:
W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

2005

October 13
Belgrade Philharmonic Hall, Belgrade, Serbia
BEMUS - International Festival of Classical
Waltz Concert by 20th and 21st Centuries Composers

Program:
Beverly Grigsby*, Michael Pepa*, Vuk Kulenovic*, Arnold Schoenberg, Miroslav Savic*,
Irena Popovic*, Katarina Miljkovic*, Louis Andriessen, Erik Satie*, Dusan Bogdanovic*,
Milos Raickovich*, György Ligeti, Jeannie Pool*, Philip Glass**
Nada Kolundzija, piano

* World premiere
** Serbian premiere
* Concert recorded for Radio Belgrade

September 11
Kolarac Hall Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Anniversary concert dedicated to professor and pianist Dusan Trbojevic

June 25
Student Cultural Centre, Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Ensemble "Industrial Manufacture of Musical Material" and "Oh, Meine liebe Constanze"
Program:
A.Pärt, M.M.Savic, I.Popovic, Katarina Miljkovic, Steve Reich
* Concert recorded for the Radio Belgrade

June 9
Student Cultural Centre, Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Concert of Nada Kolundzija’s students from the Faculty of Music Arts, Belgrade
Program:
Louis Andrissen - The memory of Roses

June 7
Army Concert, Hall Sarajevo (Bosnia and Herzegovina)
Ensemble SONEMUS
Guest: Nada Kolundzija, piano
Program:
Morton Feldman - Palais de Mari

April 22
Art Center Guarnerius, Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program:
F.Kreisler, F.Waxman. T.Vitali, P.I.Tchaikovsky
Oleg Pokhanovski, Violin (Canada)
Nada Kolundzija, Piano (Serbia and Montenegro)

April 19
City Theatre Becej (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program:
J.S.Bach, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano
March 26
Citadela Hall Budva, (Serbia and Montenegro)
Program:
W.A.Mozart, J.S.Bach, Vuk Kulenovic, Mauricio Kagel, C.Saint-Saëns, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

March 10
National Theatre Podgorica (Serbia and Montenegro)
* International Festival "A tempo"
Program:
Howard Skempton, Vuk Kulenović, Luj Andrisen, Philip Glass, György Ligeti, Arnold Schoenberg, Erik Satie, Mauricio Kagel
Nada Kolundzija, piano
* Concert recorded for the TV Montenegro

March 8
Synagogue, Novi Sad (Serbia and Montenegro)
* 3 CD’s promotion

Program:
W.A.Mozart, J.S.Bach, Vuk Kulenovic, Mauricio Kagel, C.Saint-Saëns, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano

March 5
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade, Serbia
* CD’s promotion
Program:
W.A.Mozart, J.S.Bach, Vuk Kulenovic, Mauricio Kagel, C.Saint-Saëns, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin
Nada Kolundzija, piano
* Concert recorded for TV Belgrade

February 25
Kolarac Hall, Belgrade, Serbia
Program:
W.A.Mozart, N.Paganini, F.Kreisler
Jovan Kolundzija, violin Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Nada Kolundzija, piano
* Concert recorded for the TV Belgrade

February 17
City Hall Belgrade (Serbia and Montenegro)
Cycle "Musica nova"
Program:
Natasa Bogojevich - Formes differentes de sonneries de la Rose+Croix
Dejan Stosic, harpsichord
Lidija Stankovic, piano
Nada Kolundzija, prepared piano